
Nothing might seem further removed than the world of high-tech engineering and the back-to-the-land movement of 
the 1960s. But it can be argued that just as the military applications which stimulated the development of light-weight 
transportable structures provided the inspiration for the domes and the inflatable structures used for pop festivals and 
the alternative communities of the 1960s and 1970s, the world of engineering was also stimulated by the ecological 
ideals and traditions of networking of the Counterculture. 
Why did the ingenious structural solutions of the engineers – geodesic domes, zomes, inflatable structures – appeal 
to the young generation of the counterculture? Through campus lectures, magazine articles and other publications, 
the engineers seemed to offer new possibilities, free from the limitations and discipline of the International Style. The 
mesmerizing effect of engineer-inventor Buckminster Fuller’s long lectures on many campuses inspired many hand-
built geodesic domes. It was the students who invited the engineer-architect David Georges Emmerich (1925-1996) to 
teach at the Beaux Arts School of Architecture in Paris in 1965. Students experimented with pleated surfaces, stackable 
units and tensegrity structures. This research led to constructive systems using cheap, industrialised components, 
with wide scope for self-help housing as well as a broad range of architectural structures. Studying the structure of 
microorganisms seemed more stimulating than calculating reinforced concrete or steel trabeated systems, and architect 
and structural engineer Frei Otto demonstrated how to use these experiments in the design of tensile structures. 
By contrast, the countercultural obsession with ecological principles had a delayed action impact on engineers and 
architects, stimulated by the 1973 oil crisis. And the countercultural habits of networking and collectivization prepared 
the ground for the personal computer revolution and the connectivity of the World Wide Web.
Papers will uncover the paradoxical interaction between sophisticated structures and what the younger generation, 
influenced by the counterculture, explored in student work or built projects in the 1970s.

Consciousness Design: Scenes from the  Dialectic of Postindustrialism, c. 1970
Larry Busbea — University of Arizona, U.S. 
The counterculture has typically been understood as a set of alternative practices and beliefs in direct opposition to 
the normative logic of the technocratic, postindustrial society. In design circles, however, hybrid developments were 
more common, with many theorists and practitioners freely mixing cybernetics and systems theory with New Age 
philosophies propagated by the likes of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Joseph Campbell, Louis Pauwels & Jacques Bergier, 
and Carlos Castaneda. With surprising consistency, these interactions produced models of environmental structures 
synecdochically related to the structures of the human mind. Subsequently, consciousness itself became the locus 
of various neo-avant-garde design initiatives that ran the gamut from mappings of human interactions with existing 
ecologies, to proposals for urban megastructures. The proposed paper will explore these developments, focusing on the 
work of several well-known figures, including Paolo Soleri, Gregory Bateson, and Buckminster Fuller, as well as others, 
such as Eric Jantsch and Aristide Esser, who worked on the fringes of mainstream design discourse. The eccentricity of 
these experiments in environmental design and cognitive/spiritual expansion resulted in their marginalization within 
the architectural profession, as well as in recent historical treatments of the period. This suppression can be seen 
as a symptom of what Adorno and Horkheimer described in 1947 as the “dialectic of enlightenment,” in which the 
authoritative claims of positivism, operational thought, scientific method, and modern economics are based upon the 
illusory negation of irrationality and superstition. To insist that consciousness design be reintegrated into the genealogy 
of technologically-oriented design in the late 20th Century is not an attempt to resuscitate an historically neglected set 
of ideas, or to rationalize their esotericism. It is, rather, an attempt to revise our understanding of that very genealogy 
and to acknowledge that the postwar design logos was in fact a mythos of man environment interaction.

The Spinner Experiment: Frei Otto and the Institute for Lightweight Structures 
Daniela Fabricius — Princeton University, U.S.
This paper will focus on the reciprocity between the Institute for Lightweight Structures (IL), founded by Frei Otto 
in 1964, and the culture of the ‘68 generation in West Germany. I will focus on the problematic of the experiment, a 
term that had resonance both for the counterculture and for researchers in the postwar sciences. An experiment is a 
short-lived event with an uncertain outcome. This could be a mind-altering drug, a political group, or a domestic living 
arrangement. But the notion of the experiment is also based in the tradition of scientific methodology and inextricably 
linked to ideologies of progress. 
The potentials and contradictions of the experiment are evident in the social and research environment established 
at the IL. Otto affectionately referred to the IL as a “Spinnerzentrum,” playing off the double meaning of “Spinner”: 
one who is crazy and one who spins, creating connections and webs. The IL was housed in a tent structure at the 
TU Stuttgart designed by Otto to accommodate flexible arrangements. Otto introduced experimental forms of social 
interaction, based on spontaneous “events” --  a hallmark of the counterculture. In lieu of a formal teaching plan there 
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were open discussions and interdisciplinary research groups, attracting pilgrimages from young architects from all 
over the world. The experimental lab environment encouraged direct experience and playfulness in order to simulate 
conditions in real or utopian environments, but always under careful monitoring.
I will investigate the relationship between the scientific and the social at the IL, and how these blurred the lines 
between engineers and the counterculture. I will also interrogate what this meant as a political “experiment.” The IL 
was significantly supported by government grants when Otto was asked to design structures to represent Germany 
internationally. It was believed that the openness of Otto’s structures would symbolize democratic values to the world. 
What was the result once these experiments left the laboratory of the IL, and were tested on the stage of global politics?

‘Blow Me a House’: Felix Drury and Experiments in Foam Construction, 1968-73
Richard William Hayes — Independent Scholar NY, U.S.
In the 1960s and 70s, architect Felix Drury taught several studios at the Yale School of Architecture and organized 
independent projects in which students constructed structures using an experimental technique of spray-on, 
polyurethane foam. Although now largely forgotten, these foam structures received extensive media attention when they 
were built, featured in articles in the New York Times, Vogue, Progressive Architecture and Architectural Record. Recalling 
“the Endless House” of avant-garde architect Frederick Kiesler, the foam buildings exemplify important artistic and 
social currents of their era, such as direct participation, ludic activity, and an exploration of experimental technologies 
including inflatable and temporary structures. Beginning in 1968 with three foam houses built by students on the Yale 
golf course, Drury’s interest in foam took off and lasted for a decade, resulting in a museum installation in New York, 
a temporary outdoor exhibition in Pittsburgh, a project commissioned by Vogue magazine, and two corporate guest 
houses (the title of my essay is taken from the 1969 Vogue article.) The foam projects participated in a culture of hands-
on learning that characterized Yale’s School of Architecture during the 1960’s, the most lasting manifestation of which 
was the founding in 1967 of the First-Year Building Project, the oldest, continuous “design/build” educational program 
in North America. The brief life of Drury’s foam projects recalls an era in American culture when a Yale professor could 
take on the role of homo ludens and devise both learning experiences and experiments in alternative construction.
Their free form, non-orthogonal geometry takes on new relevance in the light of the recent embrace of architectural 
blobs and mutable shapes by designers such as Greg Lynn. Delineating the contours of an alternative design practice, 
the foam structures of Felix Drury and his students explored the limits of direct participation and on-site improvisation 
as architectural strategies.

Architectonic Experiments: From the Laboratory to the Street
Cornelia Escher — ETH Zürich, Switzerland
The presentation studies the experimental spaces established by engineers as Frei Otto, Robert Le Ricolais and David 
Georges Emmerich as laboratories for a reconception of academic learning and its –direct and indirect – influences 
on milieus of architectonic counterculture. These laboratories formed the knots in a network of architect-engineers 
bound together through a common interest in lightweight construction, but also through an interest to use models 
build up by the students as a form of a more intuitive learning and understanding of construction. Influenced by the 
American model of small student groups brought together in an atelier situation, Otto, Le Ricolais and Emmerich 
developed a playful practice of learning through experimentation in the 1960ies. The ateliers do not only anticipate part 
of the criticism against educational structures felt as rigid and antiquated. They also formed an imaginary of lightness 
promoting the ideal of a more human and thus more adaptable architecture. Direct lines of influence can be traced for 
example to the radical French group Utopie, by exemplifying also the adaptations and reinterpretations that the concepts 
and building forms brought forward by the engineers underwent in the context of student revolt.

ARARAT – Architecture Between Utopia and Dystopia
Christina Pech — KTH-Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm, Sweden
The exhibition ARARAT, held at the Museum of modern art in Stockholm 1976, was an interdisciplinary and visionary 
manifestation of contemporary architecture and society. It had far-reaching ambitions; the biblical name was also short 
for “Alternative Research in Architecture, Resources, Art and Technology - a question of survival”. The subtitle and the 
focus on the uneven distribution of the world’s resources revealed a firm connection to contemporary counterculture. 
From a technological viewpoint, however, the exhibition combined a low-tech approach with state of the art sustainable 
technology. For example, in the main exhibition hall a so-called “populated sculpture” had the four elements as a 
starting point and featured interactions on different technological levels; displaying among other things advanced wave 
generators next to carpets made of used clothes. Prior to the exhibit the organisers made extensive study trips to Great 
Britain and the USA. Influence from different sources emerged in the projects, inspiration from Buckminster Fuller 
as well as such phenomena as the Whole Earth Catalog was present through ARARAT’s attempt of grasping current 
problems in their entirety and the interpretation of architecture as a gigantic system, from the smallest biological 
components to the largest urban constructions.
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This paper will analyse the three main architectural contributions at the exhibition – the Straw bale house (a simple 
hut built by a renowned architect), the Solar house row, (a technologically advanced experiment station designed by 
engineers) and the Form house (expressive recycled forms by architecture students and craftsmen). They all represented 
different approaches in terms of technology, crafts, historical methods or aesthetics, but were still variations on the 
same theme; on how to offer a way out from the problems of contemporary architecture and society.  
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